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Business banking > Loans & finance > Enterprise Finance Guarantee

Enterprise Finance Guarantee
Let us help you

Raising finance for your business

To raise money to grow your business, you have to convince likely lenders that your idea is profitable, or at least has the potential to be.

Have a workable business proposal but lack security or need to free up overdraft facilities?

The Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) enables small businesses with a workable business proposal, but lacking sufficient security,

to borrow money from approved lenders.

Enterprise Finance Guarantee features & benefits
You may need an injection of capital to help get your business off the ground, or cash to help grow your business once it's

established. You could also use the loan to pay off any existing Lloyds TSB Business overdraft facility, freeing up working capital by

leaving that facility in place.

You may want to buy or update equipment, move to bigger premises or expand your operation into new markets. In cases like this

conventional finance sources, such as a business loan or overdraft, are not always available because your business may be too young

to qualify, or you can’t offer normal security.

If your business turnover is £25 million or less, you may be eligible for funding under Enterprise Finance Guarantee. This is a tool that

allows businesses of all ages to raise finance, through Lloyds TSB, with 75% of the loan’s value guaranteed by the Department for

Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS).

Borrow flexible lump sums: from £1,000 to £1,000,000.

Spread repayments over 1 to 10 years.

Variable or fixed rate interest terms are available depending on your circumstances.

An early repayment charge is payable if you choose to repay part or all of a fixed rate loan early.

A capital repayment holiday up to a maximum of two years may be available.
Flexible draw down arrangements (where total loan is over £25,000).

Tell us about your plans and needs, and we will then agree the interest rate with you and let you know whether we need any security. As

well as the interest, you will pay an arrangement fee, plus a Government premium of 2 percent a year (1.5 percent for 2009) on the

outstanding balance of your loan.

Alternative finance solutions
You should consider our other finance solutions first, including:

Business overdraft

Invoice Finance (Factoring & Invoice Discounting)

Business loans

Commercial mortgage

Residential buy to let mortgage

Hire purchase and leasing

Further information
For more information on the Enterprise Finance Guarantee please visit the DBIS website.

How do I find out if my business is eligible?

At your local branch

Drop in to your local branch to complete an application form.

By phone

Call 0845 072 5555 (open 8am to 8pm Monday to Friday and 9am to 1pm Saturday) to make an appointment.

Borrow up to £1,000,000 for your business

Spread repayments over 1 to 10 years

Fixed rates of interest and capital repayment holidays 
available

To discuss loan options for your business, call into your local branch or call 0845 072 5555 (open 8am to 8pm Monday to Friday and 9am

to 1pm Saturday) to speak to one of our relationship managers.

Lloyds TSB for the journey... 
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Enterprise Finance Guarantee

 All our agents are helping other
customers at the moment, please
try again later.

 

Top 5 Questions Ask a question

Existing customers:

0333 202 7445 

To find out more, or if you want to apply for a
loan, call us now to speak directly to our
lending specialists

 

New customers:

0800 515 462
 

Alternatively

 

 

Turnover over £5m? Corporate Banking

Live web chat

 

I'm interested in

Business overdrafts

Business loans under £25,000

Business loans over £25,000

Commercial mortgages

Show more links

I need to

Borrow without security

Buy a commercial property

See the free services with my account

Helpful Information

Business management resources

Cashflow management

Accessing finance

Avoid late payments and bad debts

How loans are priced

Borrowing hints and tips

I require a business loan. How can I
get one?

How do I set up an overdraft facility
on my account?

How do I increase or decrease my
overdraft facility?

What is invoice finance?

I want to increase the size of my
loan. How can I do this?

Mobile site  Barclays.com  Nearest branch  Security  Privacy policy  Accessibility  Contact us  Help

Business

Online Banking

Business Banking >  Business loans, overdrafts and mortgages >  Enterprise Finance Guarantee Keyword or question

Updated cookies policy - you'll see this message only once.
Barclays uses cookies on this website. They help us to know a little bit about you and how you use our website, which improves the browsing experience and
marketing - both for you and for others. They are stored locally on your computer or mobile device. To accept cookies continue browsing as normal. Or go to
the cookie policy for more information and preferences.

Log in Register

Personal Premier Business Corporate

Go

Need a business loan but have little
security to offer?

If you have a strong business plan but
insufficient security to meet our normal
criteria we could still lend you money through
the Enterprise Finance Guarantee.

Through the Enterprise Finance Guarantee, we can lend you money to get you off the ground, keep
you going if things are tough or help you grow.

As it's guaranteed by the Government, we can offer loans (subject to status) to businesses that do not
meet our normal criteria because they have insufficient security available.

You can use the funds to help with a range of business needs, from buying assets to working capital
(subject to certain eligibility criteria specified by the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills).

Other key features and benefits:

Capital repayment holidays are completely flexible depending what your business needs
(interest is always charged to your current account)

Sums between £1,000 and £1.2 million for any type of business at any stage

Loans are available from 3 months to 10 years for loans from £1,000 to £600,000, and 3 months
to 5 years for loans of £601,000 to £1.2 million

The government guarantees 75% of each loan made under the scheme – for this security,
a fee of 2% per year on the outstanding balance is payable quarterly to the government

Choice of fixed or variable interest rates with the option to change during the term

All bank fees can be added to the loan to help with your cashflow

Please note, you’ll be responsible for repayment of 100% of the EFG facility, not just the 25% outside
the coverage of the government’s guarantee. Where defaults occur, we follow our standard
commercial recovery procedures, including the realisation of security, before we make a claim against
the government’s guarantee for any shortfall.

What you get

Looking to move your business banking to Barclays?

Call us today and find out  how to switch bank accounts

0800 515 462 

If you're an existing Barclays customer, call your Barclays Business Manager on:

0345 605 2345 
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Important information
 
1. Lines open Monday to Friday, 8am-7pm. To maintain a quality service, we may monitor and record
phone calls. Read our call charges and information.  Read our call charges and information
 
2. Lines are open Monday to Friday 8am-8pm and Saturday 9am-1pm. To maintain a quality service, we
may monitor and record phone calls. Read our call charges and information

 

Business lending

1

 2

Request a call back 
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Ahead for Business 

Enterprise Finance Guarantee

Scheme

If your business needs to increase cash flow, or gain access to funds to

generate growth or development, RBS and the UK Government could help.

Provided your company’s turnover in the last 12 months is less than £41

million, the Government could act as guarantor for your next commercial loan

or overdraft.

How Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) works

If you don’t have the necessary security to obtain a conventional commercial

facility, you can apply to use the Enterprise Finance Guarantee through RBS.

The guarantee can be used to support new commercial facilit ies or to

convert part or all of an existing RBS overdraft into a loan.

Under the scheme, a guarantee for 75% of your loan is provided by the

Department for Business Innovation & Skills (BIS).

EFG offers the following:

Variable and fixed rates - the choice your business needs.

Borrow up to £1.2 million - the minimum loan is £1,000.

Three month minimum term - and a 10-year maximum loan term.

Payment holidays - a capital repayment holiday can be taken at the

start to help your cash flow. If you decide to take a payment holiday,

you should be aware that interest will continue to accrue during the

duration of the payment holiday, and your payments may increase after

you resume payments.

More information about EFG

If you take a loan under the scheme, you need to pay a 2% premium on

the outstanding balance to BIS. Premiums are collected in advance by direct

debit on a quarterly basis.

Some sectors are excluded from this scheme, and restrictions may apply to

others. Please speak to your Business or Relationship Manager for full details.

Find out more about the Enterprise Finance Guarantee on the BIS

website

Security may be required. Product fees may apply. Over 18s only.

ANY PROPERTY USED AS SECURITY, WHICH MAY INCLUDE YOUR

HOME, MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS

ON A MORTGAGE OR OTHER DEBT SECURED ON IT.

Jump to Homepage [Accesskey 'h']Jump to Content [Accesskey 'c']Jump to Sitemap [Accesskey 's']
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Existing customers
Talk to your Relationship
Manager

New customers
Call us
England and Wales 
0800 073 2257

Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
(excl. public holidays)
Calls may be recorded.

Companies based in
Scotland, contact your
local office

 

More about the
Enterprise Finance
Guarantee

Security Website terms & conditions and FSCS Accessibility  

Call us

http://www.business.ibs.co.Uk/afb/public/rbs/iut/p/c5/rZHLdqJAEIafxCtfQ7oYWupcoCMi 

fvAFYl zx-mQt6f6mpcgBqmU0YgiaC4xJGuVQtO3GUHEFMYaeflX9vJRgibl-DvQJIFD-fM08eSRBiglil0liQC2IIY44-
dnYw6XITgP7OIAMvAh7BztfitvBIUflYqsGaw7rZ6tl0N2FHT87AylURSumKcvQl-5s8uc$-
EUp8D9 rEF62lWzrqhmclbxnBAqY4ohQlQWwdZPhoV6Mw-axrO-
cF6$Rp9¡waKu0t6ssEzl9mhl8b3XKzLIQq$fxaYI7GSnq8u25Ubu2qeiW TNnDWVRSuV8EP9hkXl7vRL22 648WHBhu86B¡tUEHdfuVlifValA8¡p4 
2n0V6zilMlD5hs7mvJkY23qSCWlli-N7vXlbbfbxff8FpWJcM^ 
dVi 4NlknlJUzTAIFbfCCvYpA4ehJN71QJ8QQweYHvf e9aXZn93IGnXlApoqfNizBzen-diK5B3UV5T8/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQ$Eh/ 

WEBSITE  ADDRESS 
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Enterprise Finance Guarantee

Scheme

If your business needs to increase cash flow, or gain access to funds to

generate growth or development, RBS and the UK Government could help.

Provided your company’s turnover in the last 12 months is less than £41

million, the Government could act as guarantor for your next commercial loan

or overdraft.

How Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) works

If you don’t have the necessary security to obtain a conventional commercial

facility, you can apply to use the Enterprise Finance Guarantee through RBS.

The guarantee can be used to support new commercial facilit ies or to convert

part or all of an existing RBS overdraft into a loan.

Under the scheme, a guarantee for 75% of your loan is provided by the

Department for Business Innovation & Skills (BIS).

Please note - you remain liable for 100% of the outstanding debt and that

normal recovery and enforcement procedures will be undertaken by the Bank

before calling on the scheme guarantee.

EFG offers the following:

Variable and fixed rates - the choice your business needs.

Borrow up to £1.2 million - the minimum loan is £1,000.

Three month minimum term - and a 10-year maximum loan term.

Payment holidays - a capital repayment holiday can be taken at the

start to help your cash flow. If you decide to take a payment holiday, you

should be aware that interest will continue to accrue during the duration

of the payment holiday, and your payments may increase after you

resume payments.

More information about EFG

If you take a loan under the scheme, you need to pay a 2% premium on the

outstanding balance to BIS. Premiums are collected in advance by direct debit

on a quarterly basis.

Some sectors are excluded from this scheme, and restrictions may apply to

others. Please speak to your Business or Relationship Manager for full details.

Find out more about the Enterprise Finance Guarantee on the BIS

website

 

Security may be required. Product fees may apply. Over 18s only.

ANY PROPERTY USED AS SECURITY, WHICH MAY INCLUDE YOUR

HOME, MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS

ON A MORTGAGE OR OTHER DEBT SECURED ON IT.
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Existing customers
Talk to your Relationship
Manager

New customers
Call us
England and Wales 
0800 073 2257

Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
(excl. public holidays)
Calls may be recorded.

Companies based in
Scotland, contact your
local office

 

More about the
Enterprise Finance
Guarantee

Security Website terms & conditions and FSCS Accessibility  

Call us

Website  address 

http://www.businessTbsxo.Uk/afb/public/rbs/lut/p/c5/rZLNcqowGECfxQewCUIIYElNLCBEBURI0xF 
yp-oVUCe_tK5m7Yzt93cZHnmm5yc-
UAEhnvaNVm6u2XlaVeCDYjoqx76CrQmBM6XAkJrgQSehzO8ROrAt595iCm09LmvepQiH7JfptdgA8mr 
nz_OVI_0Xg7bXva2FeSidUXp-
sW74uee7eZu5wfSkXzVyoJCV3RS2etKOF0KYyoSGhWjvybwH8eAv5jYIMr¡6qndV0_wiUEFE6YiBWKN6 
oQOntGXeclk0-Gfju9J5trCRN_4tw4C_8w_On3wH-
y3IGKf3re5Pvg7S03RLEQgAsF_LPmlBYUEUUIwlhQjRsB6se2eee223AiObWaaYtaYzSWA6bkXy0mQlTK 
lxs29us3PtwTuWHzivL5eE-
6lJL_lxal5vEWGPG3Kwo2dUBidCPV47aXh8zZLVvoVTy6HLjceSXPpjmzv836Oal57R3jPVsNOjolNOb06 
xebtJS9lpkr-
wJAwD5UvbTGL0L3mUZyksV6hhNm37XifzFg0mV7ulbttxypVmaERbZ0alyDNujqAc7VqHNUW3pATp6 
PRH_UPu7Y!/dl3/d3/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/ 
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Skip to content

Skip to primary navigation

Skip to secondary navigation

We use cookies to keep our websites easy to use and relevant to our users' requirements and to enable us to

learn which advertisements bring users to our website. We do NOT use cookies to collect any personal

information about you. By continuing to browse our web pages, you agree that we may use cookies for these

purposes. Find out more.×

Menu

Enterprise Finance Guarantee

Funding to support your business goals

As part of our ongoing commitment to help your business grow and develop, we may be able to assist you by

providing finance through the Enterprise Finance Guarantee.

This Government backed initiative is designed to assist businesses in most sectors with immediate working

capital needs or longer term investment requirements. If you have a viable business proposition but have no

security or lack sufficient security, funding may be available.

Raise funds up to £1m

Loan can be used to restructure existing borrowing

Allows you to free up additional working capital

Open to businesses with an annual turnover of up to £25m

All loans are subject to status. 75% of the loan value is guaranteed by the Department for Business,

Innovation and Skills.

Some businesses are excluded, including those in the coal sector, insurance and associated services, public

administration, national defence, and compulsory social security.

More Benefits

Personal attention – dedicated Relationship Manager

Choice – variable loan terms to best suit the needs of the business

Control – easier to plan budgets and future development

Further Features
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New and established businesses may be eligible

Ability to borrow from £25,001 to £1m

Repayments can be spread over 1 to 10 years

Capital repayment holidays may be available

Flexible drawdown arrangements available

Important Information

Interest rate
Variable – available on request from your Relationship Manager

Standard interest rates can be found in the interest rates and charges section. Interest rates in

respect of borrowing facilities are individually negotiated and the amount you are charged will

depend on your circumstances - speak to your Relationship Manager for more details

Interest calculated daily and applied monthly or quarterly

Repayment type

Capital & Interest

Maximum amount – £1,000,000

Costs
You will pay a Government premium of 2% a year on the outstanding balance of your loan plus

an arrangement fee. Please speak to your Relationship Manager for more details

Cheque books are not available on this type of account

Terms and conditions

Normal lending assessment applies

Security may be required

Full terms and conditions are available on request

Get in touch

New Business enquiries call 

0800 032 3971
Alternatively use our online contact form and we will call you

Existing Business customers

Contact your Branch or Business & Private Banking Centre

You are here: Business Banking > Our Products > Loans and Finance > Borrowing Facilities > Business

Loans > Enterprise Finance Guarantee
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HSBC iZ 
HSBC Cookie Policy

We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our website. By continuing to browse this site,

you give consent for cookies to be used. For more details, including how you can amend your preferences,

please read our Cookie Policy.

Commercial BankingEnterprise Finance
Guarantee

The Enterprise Finance Guarantee could help if you are unable to obtain a bank loan due to lack of adequate

security, and you are looking to

Start-up, expand or diversity your business

Increase your working capital funding.

If your annual turnover is less than £41m and you have a sound business proposal, you may be eligible for an

Enterprise Finance Guarantee loan.

You are liable for repaying 100% of the loan and HSBC will always seek to recover the outstanding balance

from you and any security taken under the loan. If HSBC cannot recover all funds, the Government provides

a partial guarantee to HSBC to cover the lack of available security.

Terms that put you first

Available for sums of £10,0001 to £1,200,0002

Repayment terms between three months and 10 years

Individually negotiated interest rates and fees

Choice of fixed or variable interest rates

It is available if you:

operate in the UK
have an annual turnover of less than £41m

operate in a sector that is eligible for EFG3

the purpose of the loan meets the eligibility criteria,
for example:

starting trading
developing a project
expanding an existing business
purchase of equipment.

An additional premium (equivalent to 2% per year) is payable once a quarter to the Department for

Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS). This is in addition to any regular capital, interest, and

arrangement fee payments that you make to HSBC

You are responsible for ensuring that you do not exceed the €200,0004 threshold for European

Community State Aid, as a result of taking out an EFG.

A quarterly premium
9
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BIS Department for Business 
Innovation & Skills 

You are here: Home > Policies > Enterprise & Business Support > Access to finance > EFG

Enterprise Finance Guarantee

The Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) facilitates additional bank lending to viable Small & Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) which lack the security to secure a normal

commercial loan. The Government provides the lender with a guarantee for which the borrower pays a premium. Accredited lenders administer EFG and make all decisions on

lending.

The Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) is a loan guarantee scheme intended to facilitate additional bank lending to viable SMEs with insufficient or no security with which to

secure a normal commercial loan.

EFG was launched in January 2009 to help viable SMEs obtain the working capital and investment that they need during a time of unprecedented tightened credit conditions. It now

aims to help such SMEs seeking finance for investment and growth as the economy recovers.

EFG is a targeted measure to be used by lenders on a discretionary basis. It is not designed for the majority of viable businesses to whom banks should lend. It is also not a

mechanism through which businesses or their owners can choose to withhold security a lender would normal lend against; nor is it intended to facilitate lending to businesses

which are not viable and that banks have declined to lend to on that basis.

The Enterprise Finance Guarantee will continue until 2014-15, providing up to £600 million of additional lending to around 6,000 SMEs in 2011-12 and, subject to demand, over £2

billion in total over the next 4 years.

EFG Eligibility Criteria

EFG supports lending to viable businesses with an annual turnover of up to £25m seeking loans of between £1,000 and £1million. It is available to businesses in most business

sectors.

However, EFG is subject to certain sector restrictions arising from the EU de minimis State Aid rules, the Industrial Development Act 1982 (which provides the statutory basis for

EFG) and also for national policy reasons. A list of the main sector restrictions is provided in the EFG Business Sectors web page.

EFG is used by lender when addressing the debt finance requirements of viable businesses which although they do not have sufficient security, can demonstrate to the lender that

they have capacity to ultimately repay the loan in full.

Types of EFG Facilities Available

Under EFG, the following facilities can be guaranteed, repayable over a period of between three months and ten years until otherwise indicated:

New term loans (unsecured and partially secured) for working capital or investment purposes

Refinancing of existing term loans, where the loan is at risk due to deteriorating value of security or where for cash flow reasons the borrower is struggling to meet existing loan

repayments

Conversion of part of all of an existing utilised overdraft onto a term loan in order to release capacity in the overdraft to meet working capital requirements

Invoice Finance Guarantee providing a guarantee on invoice finance facilities to support an agreed additional advance on an SME's debtor book, to supplement the invoice finance

facility on commercial terms already in place. (Available for terms up to three years)

Overdraft Guarantee providing a guarantee on new or increased overdraft borrowing where the SME is viable but has inadequate security to meet a lender’s normal requirements

for the level of overdraft requested.. (Available for terms up to two years)

An EFG lender may not necessarily offer the full range of lending types provided for under the EFG rules if they are not compatible with their normal commercial lending practices.

Application Process

Businesses seeking debt finance can approach one or more of the participating lenders.

The lender will typically assess the business against their normal commercial lending criteria for instance with regard to the viability of the business, the ability to service the loan,

and the availability of existing security, in order to determine whether they wish to lend.

Where a lender determines that use of EFG likely to be appropriate, they confirm eligibility and record details of the borrower and their facility via a secure web portal through. An

overview of the EFG application process is available here.

However, there is no automatic entitlement to receive a guaranteed loan and nor is there any pre-qualification process for it. Decision-making on individual loans is fully delegated to

participating lenders and integrated with the commercial decision to lend. BIS plays no role in the application or decision making process.

The Government Guarantee

By providing lenders with a Government-backed guarantee for 75% of the loan value, EFG facilitates lending that would otherwise not take place. EFG is intended to support lending

to businesses which can ultimately repay their loan in full. The guarantee provides protection to the lender in the event of default by the borrower - it is not an insurance for the

borrower in the event of their inability to repay the loan. 

The borrower pays a 2% annual premium which partially covers the cost of providing the guarantee. The premium is assessed and collected quarterly in advance throughout the life

of the loan based on the outstanding capital balance of the loan. The borrower is provided with a premium schedule by the lender as part of their loan documentation and collection

is made by Direct Debit under the description "BIS LOAN GUARANTEE". The interest rate charged and any other fees and charges applied to the loan are a commercial matter for

the lender.

Personal Guarantees / Security

EFG allows lenders to take security, including personal guarantees, in connection with an EFG backed loan. In looking to take that security the lender is required to apply their

normal commercial policies in determining the extent and value of security available.

The practice of taking personal guarantees from business owners and others associated with a business is an established mechanism for ensuring a degree of personal

commitment to the repayment of the loan by the business and, in EFG, this means that there is a three-way sharing of risk between borrower, lender and the Government.

The exception from normal commercial practice is that lenders are not permitted to take a direct charge over a principal private residence for a new EFG backed loan. However, the

EFG rules only apply to any loan or facility guaranteed under EFG. It does not apply to any non-EFG lending.

In guaranteeing the loan, the taxpayer is taking a risk, so it is right the risk is shared by the lender and the borrower, as it would be for any commercial loan. The taxpayers’ liability to

defaults is capped in accordance with the de minimis regulations, to which EFG is subject. This acts to ensure commercial rigour is applied in relation to lending decisions and that

undue risk and cost is not placed on the taxpayer.
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Enterprise Finance Guarantee: Further help

The delivery of EFG , including the decision on whether or not it is appropriate to use it in connection with any specific lending transaction, is fully delegated to the participating

lenders. Capital for Enterprise Limited manages the operation of EFG on behalf of the Department.

Business Link can provide information and advice to businesses seeking finance including under EFG. Further information is available on 0845 600 9 006 or via the Business Link

website.

For lenders

Individuals within a participating lender should contact their central processing team or other designated internal EFG expert who can obtain further information from CfEL.

For businesses

All decisions relating to the use or otherwise of EFG in individual cases are fully delegated to the participating lenders. Businesses are advised to approach one or more of the

participating lenders to discuss their borrowing needs. If a business which has received an EFG backed loan subsequently has any issues with their loan, including issues relating

to premium collection or alterations to their repayment profile, then they should raise them with their lender and not with BIS or CfEL.

Please note that neither BIS nor Capital for Enterprise Ltd (CfEL) can advise on individual eligibility queries. Nor will BIS or CfEL intervene in the commercial relationship

between Borrower and Lender in the event of disputes. Customers dissatisfied with the experience of dealing with their bank should raise their concerns initially through the

bank’s own customer complaints procedure.

If the matter is not resolved businesses with a turnover of under €2 million and fewer than ten employees have the option of taking their complaint to the Financial Ombudsman

Service or on 0845 080 1800. Businesses may also wish to seek legal advice if there is a contractual dispute.

Minister responsible

Mark Prisk is the minister responsible for this policy area.

BIS Outreach programme

A new initiative from BIS whereby civil servants will undertake short placements in your organisation.

The programme aims to strengthen relationships and build credibility with our stakeholders.

Learn more about the BIS Outreach programme

website  address: 

http://webarch¡ve.nationalarcM 
and-business-support/access-to-finance/enterprise-finance-guarantee 
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RBS Supports Bracknell Based Business
Via Enterprise Finance Guarantee
Scheme
24/05/2009

By Claire West

The Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) has provided a funding package valued at almost £1m to

Eagle Technologies Ltd (Eagle). The loan is through the recently launched Enterprise Finance

Guarantee (EFG) Scheme to assist the company to expedite its already impressive track record

for growth. 

Led by Managing Director Chris Rayner, Eagle was established in 1999 and this year celebrates

its 10th anniversary. Headquartered in Bracknell, the privately owned business also has offices in

Europe and America. Eagle is a world class provider of plastic card printer systems and accessories

used for creating photo ID, membership, visitor and loyalty cards, amongst others.

The EFG scheme replaced the Small Firms Loan Guarantee Scheme and under this initiative the

Government will guarantee lending to viable businesses to ensure that they can get the working capital and

investment that they need.

Since launch of the scheme on 14th January 2009, anecdotal evidence has suggested that lenders are

interpreting the scheme rules around the taking of security in different ways and indeed Fresh Business

Thinking has been told of different interpretations from different regions of RBS.

On a point of clarification The Department for Business Enterprise and Rural Reform (BERR) has

confirmed that even if a lender determines that a borrower has access to security in a principal private

residence but chooses not to take a charge over the property then that decision does not preclude the lender

from making an EFG loan.

Chris Rayner commented; [i]“I am grateful to the RBS team for the professional service we at Eagle have

received. The bank has taken time to really understand our... continued on page two >
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Scheme
24/05/2009

< continued from page one

...business and our future ambitions and provided a bespoke finance facility enabling these plans to

be realised. Furthermore, the transition to RBS has been smooth and straight-forward and I look

forward to continuing to work with the RBS team as our business continues to grow.”[/i]

Mr Rayner confirmed to Fresh Business Thinking that neither he nor his co-directors had to

inject any non-borrowed cash nor did they have to give security on their homes or any other

nominated fixed asset. “We have given a personal guarantee of just 25% on the EFG valued

£225,000 between two directors/shareholders (just £28,125 each declining with each repayment).”

James Starr, Relationship Manager at RBS added: “Celebrating a decade in business, Eagle Technologies has

a proven track record of success and I am delighted to be working with this leading and innovative business.

The bank’s provision of bespoke funding packages will enable us to support the company’s growth strategy as

they continue to expand internationally while continually developing new concepts.”

Mr Starr must be congratulated and it’s refreshing to hear a ‘good-news’ story coming out of the banking

sector.

If any other readers have experiences with the EFG, good or bad, we’d like to hear from them please email

info@freshbusinessthinking.com
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Extracts from  

UNCORRECTED TRANSCRIPT OF 

ORAL EVIDENCE To be published as 

HC 588-i 

House of COMMONS 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE 

BUSINESS AND ENTERPRISE COMMITTEE 

ENTERPRISE FINANCE GUARANTEE SCHEME 

Tuesday 2 June 2009 

MR ANDREW CAVE, PROFESSOR RUSSELL GRIGGS and MR 

PHIL ORFORD 

MR STEVE COOPER, MR STEPHEN PEGGE and MR PETER 

IBBETSON 
Evidence heard in Public Questions 1 - 92 

Memoranda submitted by Barclays, Lloyds Banking Group 

and Royal Bank of Scotland Group 

Examination of Witnesses 

Witnesses: Mr Steve Cooper, Managing Director, Local Business, Barclays  

Bank; Mr Stephen Pegge, Head of External Affairs, Lloyds Commercial and Mr 

Peter Ibbetson, Chairman, RBS Small Businesses, Royal Bank of Scotland, gave 
evidence. 

Q66 Lembit Öpik: We talked during the previous session prior to you about the 
local branch responsibility and the level of knowledge about the Enterprise Finance 

Guarantee scheme primarily. How did you educate your staff at local branch level to 
understand that and, perhaps, the other schemes too? 
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Mr Cooper: In Barclays we have about 3,000 relationship managers who deal with 
businesses. We sent every single one of those on a face-to-face training course 

around the scheme, and some training around how to support businesses in an 
economic downturn. Clearly, that takes time to put in place but all 3,000 have gone 
through that. In addition, we have 2,000 branch managers and they have all had 

awareness training of the scheme, not in so much detail because they have other 
things to focus on as well, but they have all gone through awareness training on that 
and significant weekly communications around where we are, how much we are 

doing - the "learns" we have got from the scheme overall. So a significant amount of 
communication has gone into that. 

Mr Pegge: At Lloyds Banking Group we have done a mixture of communications on 
line, through cascades in team meetings, and training, and that has involved 

training for retail frontline staff as well more recently to make sure that they are as 
aware as we can make them. However, constant reinforcement is important. One 
thing we found quite useful is focusing on case studies so we are able to show where 

this has been particularly useful and how to use the scheme to best effect, so that 
there is that awareness and enthusiasm for the scheme as appropriate. 

Mr Ibbetson: We have about 4,000 business managers and round about 30,000 
people in the retail channel. On day one (and I am mindful of the comments that 

you made before that you have experience of some of the branches not knowing 
about this), all of our 4,000 business managers had been fully appraised of the 

scheme, which we had done on an audio basis; so all managers voice-to-voice 
rather than face-to-face have been trained in the scheme. The criticality we thought 
- because it had been announced fairly quickly - was to ensure that all the people 

that needed to know about the scheme, in terms of dealing with businesses, knew 
about the scheme on day one. We thought that was the right way to do that. We 
were less quick about making sure our receptionists in the branches knew what the 

scheme was. We had rather assumed that businesses would go to their business 
managers to ask about it and not walk in to the receptionists in the branches. The 
message we got very quickly was that people were going into the branches and 

asking about it, so within the fortnight following the announcement we ensured that 
all our receptionists and cashiers were also fully aware of the scheme and who to 
pass on the lead to. The BERR mystery shop that was carried out five or six weeks 

after the announcement went through the processes with us and told us that 95% of 
our people were fully aware of the scheme and knew what it was at a good level. So 
we believe we communicated that well internally. I think the bigger challenge, 

frankly, was communicating it externally and getting the media to pass on to the 
external community what this scheme was , and we had to work very, very hard on 
case studies with journalists to try and help them put that out in the media properly. 

I think we have made good progress in that; there was a case study (I am sure the 
other banks will have them as well) about three weeks ago in The Mail on 
Sunday which actually was very positive about the scheme and explained how it 

worked, but we had to work hard at doing that. 

…………………………… 

Q71 Lembit Öpik: It is very exciting, Chairman, because this case study is a real 
one and they need a decision by 12 June. One of the banks - I am not going to say 
which one it was, of course - has chosen to reject it and they are applying to 

another of the three of you as well. So I will be putting to the test what you have 
just said, and report privately and confidentially to the Chairman. There is just one 
other area, really, and this applies to this case: my constituents have offered £1 
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million of personal loan guarantee here, and it is on, I think, their primary homes. 
To what extent will you accept primary homes as the guarantee, because I have 

heard it said that that is not regarded as acceptable in some circumstances? 

Mr Ibbetson: To be absolutely clear, the Enterprise Finance Guarantee is available 
only when other forms of eligible security have been exhausted. So we will 
invariably ask for an unsupported director's guarantee. We, as a bank, as a matter 

of policy, will normally ask for a 25% guarantee but these are unsupported 
guarantees and we do not ask - are not allowed to ask - for principal, private homes 
to support them. It is quite likely that homes, if they are eligible for security, have 

already been used to collateralise guarantees in respect of already agreed 
commercial debt. 

……………. 

Q73 Mr Hoyle: Nat West and RBS, Peter; you have suggested that you ask for 25% 
of the guarantee to be covered. 

Mr Ibbetson: Yes. 

Q74 Mr Hoyle: What do the other two banks ask for? 

Mr Pegge: Sometimes no guarantee, sometimes up to 100%, sometimes 50%. So it 

varies and is dependent on the circumstances. 

Q75 Mr Hoyle: So it depends how you feel that day? 

Mr Pegge: It depends on what assets the business has and how high the credit risk 
of that business is. 

Q76 Mr Hoyle: So you have no limit. If I have got it right, RBS/Nat West, 25% and 

you do not ask for any more; you can go up to 100%. Mr Cooper? 

Mr Cooper: Similar: we treat every single case on its own merits. 

Q77 Mr Hoyle: So you have no limit either; you will pull a loan and expect 100% 
guarantee? 

Mr Cooper: It could be zero; it could be 100% - it depends on the circumstances. 

Q78 Mr Hoyle: So your maximum is 100%, yet one is 25%. Why have you got 
differentials? 

Mr Ibbetson: Exceptionally, we could give you under 25%, but the normal policy we 

have is 25%. I think the view we take is these are unsupported guarantees. It 
actually does not matter that much whether it is 100% or 25%; they are 
unsupported, and the rationale for having them there is to ensure that the directors 

share the risk with the bank, the Government and the taxpayer, which is the right 
place to be. Exceptionally, if those directors have no other commitments into the 
business we may say: "Actually, we need you at 100%", but we actually think the 

message that is put over by having 25% meets the need. 
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Mr Cooper: I think it is worth adding on that, I am well aware of just how much 
commitment business owners put into their business - in terms of time, money, and 

investment over time - but when you lend additional money there is additional risk, 
and the bank is taking that additional risk, as is the taxpayer. What we find, at the 
time of giving that extra money, is if there is an additional personal stake, which 

could be up front cash or a guarantee by the business owner, the likelihood of 
default reduces by 40%. I do not like the phrase that I think was mentioned by one 
of the previous witnesses - "skimming the game" (?) - but having that sort of 

additional commitment by the business owner has proved to be worth having. 

Q79 Chairman: Before we move on to the next round of questioning, I have one 
question to you from the Chair: to what extent does the visibility of the scheme to 
your clients actually matter? Is it just a tool in the armoury that you have at your 

disposal when a business comes to you wanting financial assistance? Do we need to 
worry about the public perception of the scheme? Is it not something that you need 
to have at your disposal - does the consumer end of it actually matter? 

Mr Pegge: Chairman, could I take that one? I think it does matter in the sense that 

was described at the very beginning of this session, which is this has been helpful in 
raising business confidence that finance is available, and in that sense people are 
more likely to come forward at an early stage when they need finance and may be 

more prepared to invest in their businesses to grow them and get the economy 
going. However, you are right, the level where, ultimately, the decision as to 

whether the Enterprise Finance Guarantee is necessary and whether we can just 
lend anyway on a normal basis, is one that it is up to the bank manager to worry 
about. If a business does not know about the Enterprise Finance Guarantee then 

that should not be a bar to them having it, where it is appropriate, because it is up 
to the manager to apply it. 

Q80 Chairman: You do not need to add anything if you agree with that answer. 

Mr Ibbetson: I agree with that. I think it is very, very important in the context of the 
confidence to prove to the outside world we are emphatically open for business. 

Here is a scheme which is Government guaranteed for those businesses that are in 
difficulty, and we really are open. That is what it said. 

Q81 Mr Clapham: Just looking at the problems, and I hear what you say about the 
training - all three of you explained how the training schemes were run for the 

people who were actually dealing with businesses and explaining the scheme - but 
are you happy that the Government got it about right between the announcement 
and the implementation, or do you feel it could have been done more speedily? 

Mr Ibbetson: I think they got it about right, if I am honest. Personally, I spent 

Christmas Day and Boxing Day negotiating it with Government (I am sure the other 
guys did as well), so there was a lot of work put in in a very short timeframe to get 
this thing on the streets as fast as we could. I think we got it about right. 

Mr Cooper: I totally agree. 

Mr Pegge: Yes. 
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Specialised Relationship Management 	 First Floor 	 Telephone: 	0161 495 2512 

HAW BANK HOUSE 	 Facsimile: 	0161495 2520 

High Street Cheadle 
Cheshire SK8 1AL 

4 NatWest 
19th  September 2011 

STRLC.CIY PRIVATE AND CONEIDENI AL  

CLIVE MAY ESQ (DIRECTOR) 
C MAY BRICKWORK LIMITED 
UNIT 7, CAMBRIAN BUS PARK 
MOLD, 
FLINTSHIRE 	CH7 1NJ 

Dear Clive 

OVERDRAFT.ARRANGEMENL8r_GBNIERAI._SECURITY_PROP_O.SALS 

Further to our telephone discussions last Saturday, I write as promised to provide you with some 
cotmneniary around your recently issued facility letter and the proposals embodied therein to 
amend the present security arrangements attached to your facilities. 

It is appropriate before I go any further, to outline our previous discussions and the rationale 
surrounding the changes I proposed in July. 

The Bank had assessed the limited company's total borrowing facilities and the element of those 
which were unsecured. By unsecured I mean that whilst they were supported by a personal 
guarantee (in this case £245,000); no tangible security was charged in support and behind that 
guarantee. The Bank's preference was to minimise that element of unsecured borrowing. 

You will appreciate that the Bank had considered the phased reduction and ultimately the removal 
of your overdraft facility, however you expressed a wish to retain some level of overdraft in case of 
need. 

£50,000 was considered the minimum you would require and after consideration the Bank agreed 
to this request against the offer by you of additional security. 

In this respect, I detail below the security which I discussed with you and which at the time you 
confirmed would be acceptable. 

(Continued) 

Naten3' Weslnlirs.eq Bark PLC. 	fwllrris.d old reglfaled by the 
Rco.slcrcd to EgPar4 No 929027. Flrarlsl SenresAuIbNi1/ 
Regislered Once; 
13$ 8somale. 
LCMon EC21A 3UR 
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ProposetSecudflu\rrangemefltSCdiScUS5ediflJ).Y) 

1. Retain the Debenture of the limited company. 
2. Release the £245,000 guarantee completely. 
3. Take a new £40,000 guarantee by you and your wife Kerry in the sum of £40,000 in support 

of the limited company; supported by a legal charge over 'The Fin' Mold, Flintshire, CH7 
1Jx. 

4. Take a separate guarantee by you solely Clive for £40,000. 
5. Take a guarantee to cover the 25% element of the EFO loan. However having checked with 

my legal department on this point, they advised me that this has to be a £142,000 Guarantee 
in order to match the loan amount balance at the date of the amendment. This requirement 
apparently is so as not to prejudice the government's position. Clearly we can only call 
upon the non EFG backed part of this loan under this guarantee in a default situation. 
Whilst the guarantee would be for £142,000, your liability to the Bank would be 25% of the 
EFG loan balance. 

If I may explain the above in more simple terms 

ItemJflebenwre 
As a policy Nat West Bank would always hold a debenture in respect of the borrowing of a limited 
company. Its existence does have a benefit to you personally, in that the limited company would 
be asked to repay its borrowings, usually before any personal guarantees are called upon. As such 
therefore if there are assets to realise, then the amount called upon to the guarantors should be 
less. 

1tent21245,0flfl.guarantee 
This guarantee covered a higher borrowing situation which has since been restructured. Its 
existence still provides cover to the various borrowings maintained, but it would be advisable to 
release this guarantee and replace it with a security structure aligned to present facilities. 

Item 3The1142,000 guarantee proposed is solely to provide cover for the unsupported element 
of the EFG loan. Upon full repayment of the EFG loan, this guarantee can be released. 

Item 4 - The joinLandseIeraL&40,0004uanlntee by yourself and Kerry, provides tangible security 
of £40,000 behind your joint guarantee by virtue of the charge over The Firs. This allows us to 
make a £50,000 facility available. 

Item3ihtM0,000guamrnee by you Clive in support of the limited company provides the 
additional security we require to support the limited company's residual exposure. 

In essence then each part of the facility is secured as follows 

£50,000 overdraft is secured by 
• Debenture 
• Guarantee by Clive and Kerry May for £40,000; supported by a charge on The Firs. 
• Guarantee by Clive May for £40,000 (which covers the residual £10,000 of facility not 

covered by the guarantee by you and Kerry). 

Business cards - £6000 is secured by 
• Part of the £40,000 guarantee by dive May 

The Business Term loan of £36,453 would be secured by 
• First legal charge over Unit 7 Cambrian Business Park, Queens Lane, Mold 
• Part of the £40,000 unsupported guarantee by Clive May 

The EFG loan would be secured by 
• The Government backed guarantee of 75% of the loan 
• The £142,000 guarantee for up to 25% of the loan balance. 
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Your proposed sole guarantee for £40,000 would therefore support 

• £6000 cards 
• £10,000 of the business overdraft 
• £24,000 (roughly two thirds) of the commercial Joan. In reality the charge over the 

commercial unit should cover us assuming that any proposed We would clear the 
outstanding debt. 

Overdraftietter.Justlssuedioihe limited-company 
I must apologise that the overdraft letter you have just been sent in the past week may be a little 
confusing. 

Essentially it has been necessary to itemise both the new security to be taken, as well as detail the 
£245,000 guarantee still in place (as this is still relied upon). 

Whilst it may well appear that we are significantly increasing your guarantees, the end result is that 
in reality we are reducing your personal guarantee liability exposure. 

My aim at the release of the £245,000 guarantee would be to issue a new overdraft facility letter to 
confirm the finalised position. 

On a final point! would like to make it categorically clear that acceptance of the overdraft 
arrangements outlined in our facility letter does not create or trigger a charge over The Firs or 
trigger into life the guarantees outlined. 

The overdraft letter merely documents the terms and conditions we are proposing, in order for you 
to retain a £50,000 overdraft facility. By signing and accepting these terms you are simply indicating 
your general acceptance of these terms and your wish to proceed with completing the security 
documentation outlined. 

The facility has been marked on the limited company's account in the interim period and a 
reasonable period of time has been allowed to put the new security arrangements in place. 

You are entitled at any time prior to execution of new documentation, to change your mind or 
refuse the terms outlined. In the normal course of events, we would reasonably expect that if you 
are agreeable to the security changes and facility terms proposed, that matters should have been 
finalised by SO  November 2011. 

It would however be necessary for us to discuss alternative options during October, should you 
now be unacceptable to the facilities and security proposed. 

I trust this letter clarifies the overall situation re your overdraft facility and its proposed security 
amendments. I am of course spending the day with you on 28" September dive and would be only 
too happy to discuss this matter further. 

Alternatively please don't hesitate to contact me should you wish to discuss this matter in the 
meantime. 

Kind regards. 

Yours sincerely 

GEOFF CLOVES ACID 
SENIOR BUSINESS MANAGER 
CurrentLiabilitiessALtheJAmitecLCompany. 
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Customer name: 

Contact/Company 

Clive May (“CM”) 

C May Brickwork Ltd. 

Summary of personal 

data held 

The connection consists of C May Brickwork Ltd, a brickwork company 

undertaking both residential and commercial work, mainly in North 

West/North Wales, predominantly on a sub-contractor basis, and Briar 

Groves Development Ltd (“BGD”), an SPV set up to purchase and 

develops a residential property. 

The bank’s relationship with the connection began in 2004 after it helped 

fund the purchase of a free-hold premises. 

Facilities 

- Overdraft of £245,000 

- Credit card facility of £12,000 (split over two cards) 

- Loan of £46,588 to purchase business premises (“Premises Loan”) 

- NHBC bond of £10,000 for BGD development. 

Security 

- 1st legal charge over business premises.  

- PG in name of CM for £245k.  

- Debenture over the connection. 

Restructuring 

February 2011: 

- O/D of £245k reduced to £70k 

- EFG loan of £150k to cover the rest of the O/D – repayable over 8 years 

- Interest rate on O/D and loan to increase from 3% abr to 4.75% abr 

- Arrangement fee of 1.5% on O/D and loan 

- Premises Loan and NHBC loan to remain the same 

- PG of £245k to be released and replaced with new PG for £113,500 (O/D 

of £70k and EFG unsecured element £37.5 k + card £6k)  

- PG of £10,000 to be given by CM to cover NHBC bond 

Complaints 

Mr May began complaining about the EFG loan being mis-sold to him in 
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March 2012. There is a large amount of correspondence on the file 

regarding his complaint (both internal and external), spanning over 18 

months. Essentially Mr May’s complaint is that: 

- he was miss-sold the EFG loan, because he was led to believe by his RM 

at the time (Mark Hughes) that his Personal Liability under that loan 

would be limited to 25%. This was not the case; 

- the OD was unfairly ratcheted down; 

- the time taken to deal with his complaint was unacceptable. 

Mr May pursued his complaint personally, through a law firm called DTM 

legal and also through his MP: David Hanson.  

The bank did not uphold any of Mr May’s complaints and so he is seeking 

to pursue the matter further through legal proceedings. Langley’s letter 

before action threatens a misrepresentation claim against the bank 

arising out of the circumstances in which the EFG loan was entered into. 

Chronology 

June 2004: Bank lends £46,588 for the connection to purchase the 

freehold premises. 

November 2010: Transfer to SRM. Mark Isherwood (“MI”) appointed as 

SRM.  

Year end accounts for 2010 are reported to show loss of £60k after tax, 

increasing to £90k after payment of dividends. This is said to be due to a 

downturn in the economy and poor weather at the end of 2009 and start 

of 2010. 

Restructure proposed by existing RM to place £100k of the £220k O/D 

onto a 5 year term reducing loan and instigate an immediate reduction of 

£25k on the O/D. RM states in application that the customer has agreed 

this proposal. The Bank approved the restructuring. 

December 2010: RM makes further request for restructure as follows: 

 O/D of £220k reduced to £70k 

 EFG loan of £150k to cover the rest of the O/D – repayable over 8 
years 

 Interest rate on O/D and loan to increase from £3% abr to 4.75% 
abr 

 Arrangement fee of 1.5% on O/D and loan. 

 Premises Loan and NHBC loan to remain the same. 

 PG of £245k to be released and replaced with new PG for 
£113,500 (O/D of £70k and EFG unsecured element £37.5 k + 
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card £6k)   

 PG of £10,000 to be given by CM to cover NHBC bond 

RM states that this proposal has been agreed with the connection. 

Credit authorise application on the proviso that the connection 

understands that the bank is looking to reduce the O/D further and that 

the full PG (£245k) is retained. They propose that the O/D of £70k 

remains until Feb 2011 and then reduced to £20k over summer months. 

February 2011: EFG loan drawn down.  RM meets customer with SRM RM 

to conduct handover. 

August 2011 to April 2012: SRM advised the connection that it was 
looking to reduce the O/D but would agree to maintain it at £50k if CM 
agreed to restructure the security arrangements as the £245k PG was still 
in situ. 

SRM explained that the bank required tangible security – the PG was not 
enough and so proposed that CM and his wife provide PG’s to cover the 
O/D and EFG loan backed by charges over their matrimonial home.  

It appears that CM had initially agreed to this, and he and his wife signed 

the PG’s but then refused to provide the charge. 

May 2012: Connection enters into IF agreement with Bibby. Bank 

withdraws O/D. 

June 2013: New RM, Iain Pemberton reports that relationship is severely 
strained with CM because he has raised a complaint about the EFG loan 
being miss-sold to him; he appeared to be under the impression that his 
PG under the loan would be limited to 25%. 

December 2013: Connection enters into creditor’s voluntary liquidation. 
Griffin King appointed as liquidators. Connection transferred to CMS 
Telford. 

RM reports that CM has informed the bank that the connection owes 

HMRC £86k. 
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a NatWest 
Date: 17 March, 2014 

Our ref: CORP/ 14780 1TS3 
Your ref: 

Mr C May 
27 The Firs 
Mold 
CH7 1JX 

National Westminster Bank Plc 
Debt Management Operations 
P0 Box 16336 
7 Brindley Place 
Birmingham 
B2 2YG 
Telephone: 0845 835 1925 
Minicom :0845 3666104 
Overseas: +44 121 371 9545 
Facsimile: 0845 878 9752 

Dear Mr May 

Re: Mr dive May - Guarantee Liability to C May Brickwork Limited 
Account Number: 10047638 at Sort Code: 54-10-10 

Thank you for your recent payment in the sum of £1,846.10, which we can confirm has been accepted 
to clear your Guarantee liability in relation to C May Brickwork Limited. The payment is showing as 
cleared on the account as of 11 March 2014. 

Your outstanding indebtedness to the Bank in relation to the above account has now been discharged. 

The following item of security is no longer relied upon by the Bank and as such we have now made 
arrangements to release the Banks security as detailed below: 

Personal Guarantee Granted by Mr Olive May, Dated 12 August 2009. 

In the event that you have any queries in relation to these accounts please contact us on the above 
number. Our opening hours are 900am to 5.00pm Monday to Friday. Please quote the above 
reference in all communications with us. 

Yours 
 

Leander Bennett 
Portfolio Manager 

S1ar.ScoCoDl6 
NaIon WeIrninIec Panic Pt Rekcercd in F.'alard ondV/i,Jc No 02%2L Rciav:cd Oflioc: 13$ Bs':cps9;,e. L,doi EC2M awl We ate authoreCy 'he 
P,ude,t aJ PeguTa:on oIhon:y and ieuTated by III& rin2nda corducl A.jlhon:y 3AI the Pwenlia Re;ula:ion Aulholty. except lof nsufTw: cIcc't. nhwc we nrc 

hoemsel Vi the Olbee ct Far fraa4n. VAI Regist'al.on No. GB 243.8527.52 CEJIS nay be iccorded. 
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The Royal Bank of Scotland plc 
Registered in Scotland No 90312 
Registered Office: 36 St Andrew Square 
Edinburgh EH2 2YB 
 
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and 
the Prudential Regulation Authority 
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Customer Complaints Centre 

Corporate Banking Division 
 

1st Floor, Ten Brindley Place 

Birmingham 

B1 2TZ 
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Email:  

 

Executive Response Team 

Corporate Banking Division 
 
1st Floor, Ten Brindleyplace 

Birmingham 

B1 2TZ 

 

Direct: 0345 835 0033 

Facsimile: 0845 878 9355 

Email: christopher.archer@rbs.co.uk 

 

 

The Royal Bank of Scotland 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Sent via email 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
02 July 2014 
 
Dear XXX  
 

Our Ref: XXX  

Thank you for your email dated 08 June 2014 addressed to Ross McEwan, our Group Chief 
Executive. I have responsibility to investigate complaints addressed to our Executives and have 
been asked to respond to you regarding this matter. 
 
I have liaised with our EFG Products team and Roger Morley, who was your Relationship Manager 
when the loan was arranged. From my investigations I believe that our Recoveries Department was 
correct in issuing formal demand notices for the full amount of your lending with the Bank. This is 
because the liability of the company is for the entire debt outstanding to the Bank. However, the 
personal liability of the shareholders is limited to the sum guaranteed. 
 
Unfortunately, it does appear that when explaining the EFG loan initially, Roger Morley mis-advised 
you on the product. The personal guarantee is always for a fixed monetary amount, it does not 
decrease in line with repayments as you have been informed. This meant you were unable to make 
an informed choice as to the suitability of the loan for your business.  
 
As a result I have contacted our Recoveries Department and advised them of the issue. In 2012 we 
issued formal demand notices for the total liabilities to the Bank. This totalled £42,220.85 and was 
inclusive the EFG debt of £41,099.52 (with the remainder made up of the business overdraft). I 
believe that the Bank should honour the information initially provided to you.  
 
I have therefore arranged that the Bank now only requires repayment of 25% of the EFG liability. 
This is a total of £10,274.88 and is in addition to the amount remaining outstanding from the 
overdraft facility that was previously on the business current account.  
 
I would also like to take the opportunity to allay your fears over your home. I can assure you that 
your home is not at risk of repossession over this issue. The Bank is unable to repossess / force sale 
of a customer’s personal private residence to repay EFG debt. Even if you were to voluntarily sell 
your property, we could not use sale proceeds to repay the borrowing.  
 
During the course of my investigation I have liaised with case workers from the office of your MP, Mr 
Andrew Percy. I have also advised them of our decision and I am aware that they should be 
contacting you in due course regarding the matter. 
 
I would like to wholeheartedly apologise for this error and I can assure you that the Bank does not 
take this issue lightly. Feedback has been provided to the necessary departments and learnings 
have been taken from this case. I appreciate that this issue has caused you considerable stress and 
worry and in view of this, I would like to offer you £1,000 compensation. 
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The Royal Bank of Scotland plc 
Registered in Scotland No 90312 
Registered Office: 36 St Andrew Square 
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Thank you for bringing this to my attention and for allowing me to respond. If you do remain 
dissatisfied with the outcome of my investigation you can refer this matter to the Financial 
Ombudsman Service (FOS). I have enclosed details how to contact them below.  
 
The Financial Ombudsman Service 
South Quay Plaza 
183 Marsh Wall 
London 
E14 9SR 
 
Tel: 0800 0 234 567 – free for people phoning from a “fixed line” (for example, a landline at home) 
Or 
Tel: 0300 123 9 123 – free for mobile-phone users who pay a monthly charge for calls to numbers 
starting 01 or 02 
complaint.info@financial-ombudsman.org.uk 
 
If you do decide to refer your complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service, you should do so 
within six months of the date of this letter as they may not consider your complaint after that time.  
I’ve enclosed their leaflet, which gives information about what they do and how you can contact them. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Chris Archer 
Executive Response Team 
 
Encl: FOS leaflet 
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Loans guarantee? It's to protect banks NOT
you, bosses warned as fears of new mis-
selling scandal rise

By Vicki Owen, Financial Mail On Sunday

Published: 22:37, 1 February 2014 | Updated: 12:00, 2 February 2014

Fears are rising of a new bank mis-selling scandal, with hundreds of small businesses owners signing up to
loans under a Government-backed scheme wrongly believing it protects them against losses if their
company fails.

The worries centre on the Enterprise Finance Guarantee scheme, which has been used by more than
20,000 firms taking out £2.1billion since it was launched five years ago.

Under the scheme, banks are encouraged to extend loans to small firms, with the Government
guaranteeing to cover up to 75 per cent of any losses should the company be unable to repay.

SHARE PICTURE

+1

Fresh worries: A new scandal could further damage trust between banks and

smaller companies
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Click to rate

The scheme is an incentive to the banks to offer loans as it protects them if the business cannot repay all
the debt.

But it is thought that hundreds of firms may have signed up to the loans thinking it is they who are
protected. Some firms have claimed they were pushed to swap overdrafts for an  EFG loan even though it
was more expensive.

Mike Smith of debt advisory firm Jameson Smith said: ‘The biggest complaint is confusion over the way it
was presented to the director. I take calls from directors who are very stressed and under pressure and I
have to break it to them that it is not an assurance for the director if the company went bust. 

‘Many think the loan is guaranteed fully or the Government picks up  75 per cent of the tab. But when firms
default, the Government expects banks to pursue them for the full 100 per cent. They only step in to help
the bank once they demonstrate they cannot recover anything else from the borrower.’

The Department for Business website states: ‘The guarantee provides protection to the lender in the event
of default by the borrower – it is not insurance for a borrower in the event of their inability to repay the
loan.’

But while this warning is included in documentation, campaigners claim some bank staff have not been
explaining this clearly.

A number of other small business advisers have voiced concerns, including York-based business
consultancy Hawkmoor Associates, which is advising several firms that believe they have been mis-sold an
EFG loan. And this weekend one advisory company, Advantage Business Partners, began a twitter
campaign suggesting some firms could be due compensation.

Business banking has been plagued with scandals involving mis-selling of products such as interest rate
swaps. A fresh scandal over EFG loans will further damage trust between banks and smaller firms and
would draw a Government-backed scheme directly into the rows for the first time.

Comments (7)

Share what you think

 Newest
 Oldest
 Best rated
 Worst rated

 View all

andrewb1, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Business Link and BIS didn't explain that the guarantee was for the bank and not the borrower (Company) until the third
edition of its guidance in May 2012. That is nearly two and a half years after it started. There must be thousands of small
businesses that have taken out EFG's over that time: thinking that they were covered by the Government for 75% when that
was not the case. Of course, most of them may not even realise that they are vulnerable yet, as the businesses are still
viable. Let's hope it remains that way but I suspect it's a slow burning fuse.

Reply  New Comment  New

0
0

businessman, London, United Kingdom, 5 months ago

If you have not applied for EFDS you will not know that you the borrower have to pay the Govt and premium for the gtee- so it
is not a free gtee from the govt.
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Vince Cable warns banks as new mis-sale
fears grow over loans

By Vicki Owen, Financial Mail On Sunday

Published: 22:03, 15 February 2014 | Updated: 12:04, 16 February 2014

Warning: Business Secretary Vince Cable

The Department for Business is writing to 42 banks reminding them to train staff adequately amid rising
fears of a mis-selling scandal involving Government-backed loans.

Small business campaign group Bully Banks is telling the Department, led by Vince Cable, to launch an
investigation into bank loans under the Government’s Enterprise Finance Guarantee Scheme amid claims
firms were misled about the protection it offers them.

The EFG urges banks to make loans to small firms by guaranteeing up to 75 per cent of the loan should
the firm be unable to pay. 

Two weeks ago, The Mail on Sunday revealed that many bosses believed the guarantee was to protect
them, but companies are still liable for the loan and the guarantee covers only the bank’s potential loss. 

A spokesman for the Department said: ‘We will be writing to all 42 lenders (in the EFG scheme) to remind
them of their obligation to ensure staff are adequately trained in the use of the programme.’

Comments (8)

Share what you think
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Enterprise Finance Guarantee

Have a workable business proposal but lack security or need to free
up overdraft facilities? The Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG)
enables small businesses with a workable business proposal, but
lacking sufficient security, to borrow money from approved lenders.

 
Overview

  
Features

  
More Information

  
How to Apply

 

Key fea tures

Interest rate reduced by 1% as part of the Lloyds Bank
Funding for Lending Scheme.

Loans from £25,001 to £600,000 over one to 10 years or,

Loans from £600,001 to £1,2 million over one to 5 years.

Variable or fixed rates* of interest available.

Capital repayment holidays may be available.

Appl y now

 By phone

To discuss loan options for your business, call us on 0800 022
4378 (open 8am to 8pm Monday to Friday and 9am to 1pm
Saturday) to speak to one of our relationship managers.

Any property given as security which may include your home,
may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your
mortgage or other debts secured on it.

All lending is subject to a satisfactory credit assessment and we
will need your permission to carry out a credit check on you and
your business.

You should not apply for an amount that you cannot comfortably
afford to repay now and in the future to avoid the possibility of
legal action.

*There is always a possibility that interest rates may go down
leaving a fixed rate loan at a higher level compared to a variable
rate loan. However, if interest rates rise, a fixed rate loan will
remain at the same rate.
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Enterprise Finance Guarantee

Have a workable business proposal but lack security or need to free

up overdraft facilities? The Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG)

enables small businesses with a workable business proposal, but

lacking sufficient security, to borrow money from approved lenders.

 
Overview

  
Features

  
More Information

  
How to Apply

 

More informa tion
If your business turnover is £41 million or less, you may be

eligible for funding under Enterprise Finance Guarantee. This is

a tool that allows businesses of all ages which have a lending

need but lack available security to raise finance, through Lloyds

Bank with the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills

(BIS) providing a partial guarantee for the loan. Note, the

customer remains liable for the full amount of the loan.

You may need an injection of capital to help get your business off

the ground, or cash to help grow your business once it's

established. You could also use the loan to pay off any existing

Lloyds Bank business overdraft facility, freeing up working capital

by leaving that facility in place.

You may want to buy or update equipment, move to bigger

premises or expand your operation into new markets. In cases

like this conventional finance sources, such as a business loan

or overdraft, are not always available because your business may

be too young to qualify, or you can’t offer normal security.

Tell us about your plans and needs, and we will then agree the

interest rate with you and let you know whether we need any

security. As well as the interest, you will pay an arrangement fee,

plus a Government premium of 2 percent a year on the

outstanding balance of your loan.

Al terna tive f ina nce s ol utions
You should consider our other finance solutions first, including:

Business overdraft

Invoice Finance (Factoring & Invoice Discounting)

Business loans

Commercial mortgage

Residential buy to let mortgage

Hire purchase and leasing

Any property given as security which may include your home,

may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your

mortgage or other debts secured on it.

All lending is subject to a satisfactory credit assessment and we

will need your permission to carry out a credit check on you and

your business.

You should not apply for an amount that you cannot comfortably

afford to repay now and in the future to avoid the possibility of

legal action.
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